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Candohm Resistor Replacement Technique 
 
The Muter company made resistors in Chicago in 1917,  they were around in the 1920s. and that is about 
all I could find. The �power splitting� candohm resistor in the RCA 6K2 was made by them, and it had a 
defective, open section, basically the 13,000 and 85 ohm sections were disabled. This was compensated for 
�somewhat� by a  �hobo� incorrect rewiring and some resistors left hanging in space. The yellow on the 
metal of the Muter indicates it might be cadmium coated and this is pretty toxic, so it should go for that 
reason alone. These resistors were generally made with a coil of nichrome wire in the center, then some 
insulating paper, and a metal case. By putting the case against the chassis the heat was dissipated. 
 

 
 
Silicon coated wirewound resistors were used to replace the candohm (table below). Since the worst 
voltage drop was in the 13,000 ohm section ( drop of 163 volts) using E2/R= Watts produced 2.04 watts for 
the value � 2.5 times that  is  5 watts, and you  have a nice 1� long form factor. The resistors chosen below 
can take 1000 volts and 10 times the rated wattage for 5 seconds, so startup spikes are not a concern. While 
10 watt resistors would obviously  be cooler, they take up about double the space and make the aesthetics 
more difficult. 
 

 
Huntington Electric Inc is the manufacturer, bought them from Digi-Key. 
http://dkc3.digikey.com/PDF/T053/1158-1160.pdf 
 
The challenge was to make a replacement part that �looked cool and vintage� and fit with the space  One 
could have "hobo�ed  sandstone or bathtubs� resistors all over, but that wouldn�t have looked cool � so 
after some thought,  the device below was fabricated, which you see installed. 
 

 
 
Now this is not the least cost route by far, and the effort and parts has to merit the expense. What 
constitutes �merit� is an individual decision. 
 
The first challenge was to select the backing, given the vintage requirement phenolic board seemed to be 
the best choice. It also has good electrical and heat characteristics and is easy to work (carefully) with 



 

 

We hope you have enjoyed reading this article sample.  

Members of the Canadian Vintage Radio Society (CVRS) can download the 
entire article for free from the CVRS website at 
http://canadianvintageradio.com/articles/ 
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